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FlexBase Ørland
- centrally located accommodation

78
ROOMS



• A centrally located accommodation alternative for businesses
• Short- and long-term rental

As a tenant at FlexBase Ørland you get a private bathroom with shower. 
The facility consists of 78 rooms, as well as common areas.

Canteen with food service and capacity up to 160 people in every table setting. 
We offer breakfast, lunch and dinner and also breakfast/lunch-packs.

Designated industrial laundry with laundry services.
Daily cleaning of all rooms.

- Shoeless facility
- Wifi internet and TV
- Floor heating

FlexBase Ørland



A good nights sleep ensures you meet 
your workday with renewed energy. We 
provide you with warm, clean and private  
quarters. Enjoy your own private  
bathroom and shower. Wireless internet 
and laundry services are also available.

If you wish to relax in our common areas, 
you can find designated areas on both 
floors. There are sofas, dining tables, a 
60” TV, refrigerator and mini kitchen 
available for both relaxing and socializing. 
There are also vending machines with 
coffee, beverages and snacks available.

In our FlexBase canteen, guests get  
nutritious and homemade food, served 
in a pleasant environment. Simultaneous 
seating of up to 160 individuals, and helpful 
kitchen staff, contribute towards a nice 
dining experience. FlexBase will be happy 
to provide courier services to your work 
location if needed!

CANTEEN

COMMON AREAS

SLEEPING ROOMS



LOCATION

Ørland Municipality and the Fosen region is experiencing rapid growth, 
and FlexBase Ørland is centrally located, offering visitors a very 
comfortable short- or long-term accommodation alternative.

» 200 meters from main gate MAS Ørland 
» Short distance to Fosens largest shopping center.
» Short distance to healthcare services, pharmacy, dentist and medical facilities
» Located close to other key industries at Ørland
» Walking distance to passenger speed boat
» 2 min drive to car ferry
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